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TWENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE R.A.F.

Following is the text of Lord Trenchard’s ; broadcast

after the 6 o’clock news tonight (Thursday) in the

B.B.C. Home Service

Today we are celebrating the twenty-fifth anniversary of the birth of the

Royal Air Force.

This service was born on the 1st April, 1918, but it was conceived in the

year 1912, by General Sir David Henderson, assisted by a group of staff officers,
like Major Geoffrey salmond, Major Branker, Colonel MacInnes, Major Ellington,
Major Fisher and Captain Sykes, under the political control of Colonel Seely,
the. Secretary of State for War, these officers afterwards rose to high rank.

Within two years of the formation of the Royal Foying Corps and the Royal
Naval Air Service the great war of 1914-18 was - upon us. Both these, services

performed yeoman service, and oven in the early days of the war profoundly
influenced the conduct of the operations by the actions and work of -a few of our

pilots, such as : Marshal of the Royal Air Force Sir John Salmond of the Royal

Flying Corps and Air Commodore Samson of the Royal Naval Air Service,

Later on, many other pilots soon showed what command of the
a
ir would mean

in war.

Some of those pilots are the leaders of the Royal Air Force today, like the

present Chief of the Air Staff, Air Chief Marshal Sir Charles portal, and many

other of our great Commanders,

The great conception of the Air as one and indivisble - as there are no

barriers in the Air - was seen and appreciated.

In the latter days of the last war, the Inter-Allied Air Force for the

bombing of Germany was created by Lord Weir on the recommendations of Mr, Lloyd

George and Field Marshal Smuts,

In the foundations of this Force was the germ - and only the germ - of one

cf the most powerful weapons the world has seen, which has now blossomed into the

great Bomber Command, under Air Marshal Sir Arthur Harris, which is smashing

Germany,

This Inter-Allied Air Force was mainly composed of the British Royal Air

Force with certain units of our Allies, From fifty to sixty Squadrons were

planned for 1919, and it was only the quick collapse of Germany which prevented

this Force coming to fruition.

In its early infancy the Royal Air Force had tremendous difficulties to

contend with, I had not a single regulation, textbook, or conditions of service

or promotion* New titles, had to be chosen for its ranks, and the terms of pay

and conditions of service had to be settled. Three great Colleges had to be

established, Cranwell for the training of Officers, Halton for the training of

mechanics, and the Royal Air Force Staff College,

In 1919 it was entrusted with the task cf suppression the mad Mullah in

Somaliland, Then it was given, by Mr. Winston Churchill, the responsibility of

running Iraq,

The success achieved in the completion of these two tasks, together with

further actions in which they played an important part, such as in Aden and to a

lesser extent on the frontier of India, proved the worth of this new Service.
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But it ms not always looked upon with favour. In fact it ms very

"bitterly criticised. Under these difficult conditions it grow up into an

efficient service with one - and only one - desire; to play its full part
in maintaining economically both in lives and money the safety of the British

Isles and the British Empire.

At the start of this war in 1939, there were six other nations in the world

with greater numerical air strength, and throe of these nations were hostile.

Then, with the collapse of France, and the overrunning of Belgium and Holland,
the Royal Air Force stood alone against forces four or five times as strong.

What was the result? The British Empire was saved. The world was saved.

And now, what of the future?

Though still all too small, it is today a formidable force responsible for

the defence of the British Empire: mainly responsible for the protection of our

merchant ships both from submarine and enemy aircraft in many of the seas throughout
the world, and responsible for keeping open our communications between all the

different parts of the world, in conjunction with our great American allies, and

as General Montgomery says; "by giving/superbsupport to the land battle in Tunisia,
has been am inspiration to all the troops". By hitting at the very heart of

Germany and disrupting the whole of their production ever increasingly it helps
that other great ally, Russia, that has been baitling with such energy and force

for two years on the Eastern front; I mean that great Nation - Russia,

The Royal Air Force has thus saved millions of lives by damaging the enemy’s

wan production centres in Germany and in occupied countries. It has many times

destroyed war material and equipment equivalent to a major defeat on land or sea,

thereby effectively reducing the casualties in our Army, Navy and Merchant Seamen,

The Royal Air Force themselves have suffered severe and heavy casualties,

but in doing so they have preserved this country, and the world, and saved untold

lives for us and our Allies,

The British Empire and America will, in/the future, with the help of the Russian

Empire he able to ensure peace by the power of the Air, just as the Power of

the Air will, with the other two Services, secure final victory.
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